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agreement with his own on these matters. Yet,

this is not the case at all. Bleich is talking
Kuhn's "paradigms" or Fish's "interpretive
about consensus reached after perception, but
strategies" (which I discuss below), Bleich's

Kuhn is describing shared exemplars prior to
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and constituting perception. Bleich's "consenfor insuring the possibility of shared interpre-

tations.

sus" is achieved after negotiation; Kuhn's

Bleich has, in fact, presented himself with an shared "paradigms" are what make negotiation

impossible task: to account for interpretivepossible. In fact, Kuhn's sociological theory

agreement after having established the absolutedirectly contradicts Bleich's psychological model
primacy of the individual as interpreter. This of individuated perception: for Kuhn, initial
theoretical impasse is hidden from its author perceptions are communal, not individual, with
and his readers in Bleich's attempt to associate paradigms being shared by scientists (in the
his individualistic model of reading with in- same community) from the start (at least during
terpretive theories that have agreement built periods of normal science). If Bleich wants
into them from the start. Bleich points to whathelp explaining how individual subjective rehe sees as theoretical analogues to negotiatedsponses and resymbolizations become validated
consensus, first in Thomas Kuhn's concept of knowledge through negotiation, he will not
"paradigm" and then in Stanley Fish's notion find it in Kuhn's theory of paradigms.
Nor will Fish's theory of interpretive comof "interpretive community." Unfortunately,
Bleich misunderstands the social foundation
munities provide the needed theoretical supof the work by these theorists he takes to be port. Bleich's misappropriation of Fish's theory
his allies.
is more subtle than his misunderstanding of
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cannot use these sociological theories to support
For Macherey, literature is never what it aphis attempt to move from individual subjectivpears
is to be. Instead, a literary work must be
ities to group consensus, because agreement
built into these theories from the start as it can
reconstructed according to its ideological determinations. In traditional Marxist criticism,
never be in Bleich's psychological account.
and
Negotiation as ongoing accomplishment ideology
is considered a false knowledge, opposed to some truth that is easily ascertained.
consensus as achieved goal remain unexplained
For Macherey, as for Althusser, ideology canin Bleich's interpretive theory.
not be eluded, for no one lives science. Indeed,
I have discussed these two examples of misideology is understood as an historical force
appropriation at such length because I believe
they are symptomatic of Bleich's central theoretalongside material forces. The peculiar value

